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Statement of GARY RICHARD ARNOLD, Candidate for
Supervisor, 1st District
County of Santa Cruz

Occupation: Local Businessman

Gary Richard Arnold’s election puts an end to the geo engineering that pollutes the
skies over Monterey Bay with (Death Dumps) (Chemtrails) containing toxic
poisons.

I will end the forced deployment of the murder and Gestapo meters that
compromise health and spy on every home and business. www.aircrap.org

Arnold’s victory kicks out alien agencies that are taking over local government.
ICLEI (World Bank), United Nations Agenda 21, and California Forward run local
politicians like political puppets. www.freedomadvocates.org

They connive to make the U. S. a clone of The European Union.

Arnold’s election ends Franken Foods and fluoride that scrambles male fertility

Wages should not be under cut and the people left without jobs and money by
illegal aliens. I will treat Santa Cruz like “Our City” not the banksters.

The homeowners, businesses, contractors, retirees will no longer be penalized
and punished as they are now under the current policies.

Arnold’s election reduces speeding traps, surveillance cameras, parking tickets
and allows a family to bring a six pack of beer to the beach so people can be
human. Let the person who breaks the law be punished including politicians.

Arnold’s victory puts an end to Santa Cruz tyrants.

Statement of CHARLES ANDREW PAULDEN, Candidate for
Supervisor, 1st District
County of Santa Cruz

Occupation: Health/Environment/ Psychologist Age: 62

Licensed Landscape Contractor, Integrative Yoga Therapist
Sonoma State Master’s program; Psychology
5th generation Californian

Serving as Supervisor is a civic duty. Local citizens deserve respect and response
to our concerns. Physical, mental, environmental and cultural factors affect

well-being. Thriving communities have compassionate, wise, reflective and civic
minded people. Let’s join together for good.

With whole system analysis, using intelligent growth, rebuild upper 41st Avenue to
Dominican, for a walkable, mixed-use downtown, preserving open spaces,
farmland, local businesses and neighborhoods. Save paradise from an imposed
concrete city. Work together for healthy lifestyles and a sustainable future. Refill
our wells; stop polluting urban runoff that results in expensive, environmentally
damaging De Sal.

Fund schools, parks, roads and public safety not controversial RDA projects.

Beginning People for the Preservation of Pleasure Point, led to the Pleasure Point
Plan, Windbreak Park and 4th of July Parade. United Way honored Community
Hero.

I work with community, history, environmental groups, the Coastal Commission
and Board of Supervisors in civic endeavors, Member of Sierra Club Executive
Committee.

Standing up, operating from our brave and larger wisdom, we have power to
preserve, protect and enhance our chosen home.

paulden4supervisor@yahoo.com

Statement of JOHN LEOPOLD, Candidate for
Supervisor, 1st District
County of Santa Cruz

Occupation: Santa Cruz County Supervisor Age: 46

In tough economic times, we must work together to solve our problems by
strengthening our neighborhoods, protecting our environment and developing an
economic strategy that supports working families.

When the quality of life in our coastal neighborhoods was threatened, I crafted a
law that cracks down on the proliferation of unregulated vacation rentals and brings
in an extra million dollars a year to the county in previously unpaid transient
occupancy taxes.

When hundreds of community members identified economic concerns as their key
issue, I worked to hire the county’s first economic development staff to find good
ideas and acquire the skill set to create quality jobs.

To protect our coast from overdevelopment, I led the County to acquire Sunny
Cove beach at no cost for the public. I drafted water policies to ensure that we have
a long-term sustainable water supply in our county.

I’m also working to shelter our neighbors in mobile home parks from speculators
and lend a helping hand to our many families facing foreclosures.

Together, we can succeed in making our community a better place. No one will
outwork me. No one will listen more attentively. Send me your ideas:
john@friendsofjohnleopold.com.

I ask for your vote.
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